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This experience report covers my semester abroad in the second IMIAD semester. The host 

university, Scuola universitaria professionale della Svizzera italiana (SUPSI), is located in 

Mendrisio, near Lugano in Switzerland. Teaching for the exchange students was in English, even 

though the actual language of instruction is Italian. 

 
I will begin this report by describing all the preparations I made for my stay abroad. This includes 

preparations before my time in Mendrisio as well as steps I had to take after my stay began. 

Afterwards, I will cover the study in the host country. I will describe my experiences with SUPSI as 

well as with the individual lectures. I will continue with my stay in Switzerland. This includes 

personal experiences, information about my accommodation and life outside the university. It will 

be followed by a short section about everything I would have liked to know before my stay abroad. I 

will conclude my report with a short, personal conclusion. 
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Preparation of the stay abroad 
 

To prepare for my semester abroad in Switzerland, I first uploaded all the necessary documents to 

the Mobility Online website of SUPSI. Besides documents like the Learning Agreement, I also had 

to fill out some things there for the local authorities. This greatly simplified many processes and 

gave me a clear list of which of my data and documents were needed. For example, I filled out my 

Residence Permit application before I even started my stay. It was important to prove that I had 

accommodation for my time in Mendrisio. Therefore, I also looked for apartments at the same 

time. The main criteria was the proximity to the university. 

Linguistically, I prepared myself before the start of the lectures at SUPSI by attending a two-week 

intensive Italian course at the Università della Svizzera italiana (USI) in Lugano. Through an email 

from SUPSI, we were made aware of this opportunity. 

During my time in Mendrisio, I mainly had to complete the Residence Permit application already 

mentioned. This included visits to the authorities in Lugano and Bellinzona. It was also important to 

register my stay at the citizens' office in Mendrisio. 

 
 
 
 

Study in the host country 
 

My lectures took place in the Department of Environment Constructions and Design at SUPSI, in 

Mendrisio. The building, made of red exposed concrete, is characterized above all by a large ramp 

inside, which connects all floors with each other. This creates a very open atmosphere, which is 

additionally supported by the combination of lecture and work space. The university in Mendrisio is 

particularly characterized by its modern equipment. For example, there is a wide- ranging materials 

library, rooms for 3D printing and a workroom for wood construction. The university thus creates 

the ideal basis for studying interior design. In total, I attended five different lectures at SUPSI. In 

addition, between the Studio project and the IMIAD project, there was also a beginner's Italian 

language 



course. Furthermore, in the Analyzing Swiss Design lecture, we visited some of the surrounding 

cities to see the architecture there. 

The design task of the studio project consisted of the redesign of the Ethnographic Historical 

Museum of the Blenio Valley. Due to the age of the current exhibition, a new concept had to be 

designed that would not damage or obscure the historical building. It was important to categorize 

and arrange the exhibits. 
 

Image: Model image of the final delivery of the studio project. 
 
 
 
The IMIAD project at the end of the semester aimed to improve the quality of stay in the outdoor 

area of the campus in Mendrisio. In three teams, we IMIAD exchange students developed three 

different ideas. The main things missing on the front courtyard of the campus are seating and 

shading. My team's proposal was to build a landscape of simply constructed cubes. This would 

allow for seating, greenery, shading, and an outdoor presentation area. In addition, this landscape 

could be expanded as needed. 
 

Image: Prototype of the project 



Stay in the host country 
 

Mendrisio is a small, quiet town, in the middle of an impressive mountain landscape. Because of 

its proximity, I also often spent time in Lugano. Both cities struck me positively with a variety of 

exciting architecture. Mendrisio in particular, with two university institutions for architecture and 

Mario Botta's office, is a city that focuses on architecture. The cost of living in Switzerland is very 

high, which was especially noticeable when shopping each week. Most things, whether train 

tickets or groceries, are about twice as expensive as in Germany. 

During my stay abroad, I lived in an apartment from MyStay, in Mendrisio. From there, I only had 

to walk three minutes to the university. Since I unfortunately started looking for an apartment a bit 

late, the costs for my apartment were comparatively high. I lived alone in this 27m² flat. However, 

other people from my study program also had one of these apartments, which is why we spent a 

lot of time together in the common rooms. 

Outside of the lectures, I tried to hike as much as possible. The region around Lake Lugano invites 

you to visit the high mountains to get an even better view of the landscape. I climbed Monte 

Boglia, Monte Generoso, Monte Tamaro and some more of the famous mountains during my free 

time. However, I spent even more time with the other exchange students. Through the intensive 

course, I met people from very different parts of the world. Many of the joint events were organized 

by the Erasmus Student Network Lugano. These included aperitivi, hikes, and more. 
 

Image: View from the top of Monte Generoso 
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What I would have liked to know beforehand 
 
 
There are three things in particular that I would have liked to know before my semester 

abroad. 

First, it would have been good to know the exact campus where I would be studying. Due to the 

fact that there was always talk of a semester abroad in Lugano, for example, I first looked 

around Lugano when I was looking for an apartment. However, when I asked, I was told that my 

lectures would be held in Mendrisio. On the other hand, I did not think about the fact that 

Switzerland uses different sockets than Germany. If I had known this, I would have already 

brought a suitable adapter from Germany. Lastly, I would have liked to know about the SBB half-

fare ticket. The ticket costs 185,- CHF, but with it all train tickets cost only half of the actual 

price. Over the entire period of the exchange semester, you can save a lot of money. 

 
 
 
 

Conclusion 
 

In conclusion, I have developed a lot personally and professionally during my semester in 

Switzerland. Whether it's the new culture I've been immersed in, the different people I've met, or 

all the things I've experienced, I'm glad to have gained this experience. It helped me to find a 

different perspective. Linguistically, I have been able to improve my fluency in English. 

Architecturally, I learned a new style. I hope I can incorporate these new or improved skills into 

my studies. 

I can highly recommend a semester abroad in Switzerland and at SUPSI in Mendrisio. 

 
 


